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1.WHAT DO WE

OFFER ?

‘‘ W

Discover our weekly activities
and find out more about us and
what we do.

By ANN TREHERNE
Chairman of the Centre

e’re delighted to be able to offer some
amazing events at the Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Centre
this year. Now in our eighth year of operating,
we’ve built up some amazing relationships with
world-class Mediums such as Gordon Smith, Tony
Stockwell and June Field who have held their
popular workshops and demonstrations with us
now multiple times and they never disappoint. We’re
incredibly proud to be welcoming internationallyrenowned Medium Lisa Williams back to host a
two-day workshop on Forensic Mediumship. Lisa
regularly works with the police, so this will be a
fascinating workshop and demonstration in June.
Gordon Smith returns with two brand new courses
for next year and Tony Stockwell brings us Seership
for the New Age.
All our Mediums are in high demand and their
demonstrations and workshops sell out fast so
book your place now to avoid disappointment.
Another date for your diary is March 5th, when we
host Dr David Hamilton, Scientist and acclaimed
Author, who will be talking about ‘The Science of
Self Esteem’. David is one of our many Tuesday Talk
Speakers joining our Programme of talks this year.

‘‘

We hope to see you over the spring season at
our exciting events, including the notable 160th
Birthday of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Don’t miss out
on a jam-packed season of events!
February 2019 - June 2019

What’s On Brochure

Find out about our Tuesday
Talks Programme. Explore the
insights of a truly diverse set of
beliefs, research findings and
personal experience through
this series of monthly talks.

2. LEARN FROM

WORLD-CLASS

MEDIUMS

Learn from world-class Mediums
and discover the techniques and
practices they use to develop their
psychic and spiritual abilities.
We offer immersive courses
throughout
the
year
with
renowned Mediums such as
Gordon Smith, Tony Stockwell and
June Field.

3.DEVELOP

YOUR SPIRITUALITY
The Arthur Conan Doyle Centre
offers a wide range of holistic and
spiritual upcoming events. Have a
look.

1.WHAT DO WE OFFER ?

SPIRITUAL AND

WEEKLY
CLASSES

PSYCHIC READINGS

3O minute readings - £35
3O minute aura readings - £40
Available Monday - Friday
0131 625 0700
bookings@arthurconandoylecentre.com

MONDAY

We offer a wide range of holistic and
spiritual events to enhance your
wellbeing and spirituality. Have a look.

TUESDAY

EAS HEALING SERVICE

TAI CHI

From 2pm
www.chi-flow.co.uk

HEALTHY STEPS

From 10.30am
info@fionaserlemassage.co.uk

CENTRE FOCUSED PILATES

From 5.30pm and 6.30pm
centrefocusedpilates@gmail.com

BODY FOR LIFE

From 5.30pm
donsqbands@gmail.com
From 7.30pm
ycraig25@gmail.com

From 6pm
ycraig25@gmail.com

TAI CHI

From 6pm
www.chi-flow.co.uk

TOAST MASTERS, HAYMARKET SPEAKERS

From 5.30pm
enquiries@soenren.com

*On alternate Wednesdays
From 7pm
brucelelievre@icloud.com

TUESDAY TALK PROGRAMME

SCOTTISH ASTROLOGICAL SOCIETY

PREGNANCY YOGA

EAS PSYCHIC AWARENESS CLASS

WEDNESDAY

From 7.30pm* First Tuesday of the Month
www.arthurconandoylecentre.com

From 7pm* Check SAS Calendar
gear.christine@yahoo.co.uk

EAS OPEN CIRCLE

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

From 7.30pm
ycraig25@gmail.com
From 7.30pm

HATHA YOGA
(Until August 2019)
From 9.30am
melharristpt@gmail.com

OPEN CIRCLE

From 2pm
bookings@arthurconandoylecentre.com

BABY MASSAGE CLASS

From 3pm
twinkleworkshops@outlook.com

SUNDAY

UNDERSTANDING YOUR SPIRITUAL ABILITIES
From 7.30pm
bookings@arthurconandoylecentre.com

THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY MEETING
From 7.30pm
gear.christine@yahoo.co.uk

TAROT &
ASTROLOGICAL

READINGS

EAS Family Service From 11am
EAS Healing Service From 12:45am
www.edinburghspiritualists.com

HEAL YOUR MIND
ENERGISE
YOUR
BODY

*Please be aware that all weekly classes are subject to change.

‘The journey of each soul has intention and direction.
On many different levels, nothing is random.’

22.02.2019
21.06.2019

If you would like a combined Astrological profile/past live
regression, a report/major life themes or a tarot reading, get in
touch on 0131 625 0700.

INTERVIEW

WITH CHLOE DEAS
Head of Psychic Investigations
Unit & Tuesday Talk Programme
Hi Chloe, thank you for taking the time to answer
our questions. With the new season of talks,
investigations and exciting projects coming soon,
we thought this would be the perfect opportunity to
give our readers some insight into your involvement
at the Centre.
For the benefit of our readers, could you tell us more
about yourself, your background and what it was that
brought you to the Centre?
I was a member of the Edinburgh Association of
Spiritualists, and when they moved from Morrison Street
to The Arthur Conan Doyle Centre, I was interested in
many of the spiritual events that were being run by the
Centre.
You are now the Head of the Psychic Investigations
Unit, and lead up the Tuesday Talk Speakers
Programme. Can you tell us more about these roles
and what they involve?

The main role of the Psychic Investigations Unit is
to help people when they experience paranormal
phenomena, often in their home. It can be very
frightening and people are often reluctant to talk
for fear they will be considered ‘crazy’. By the
time people find us, they have often ‘searched
the Internet’ which only heightens their anxiety.
Due to misperception, media exaggeration and
‘entertainment’ programmes on TV, paranormal
phenomena has a bad reputation.
The role of the Psychic Investigations Unit is
firstly to dispel people’s fear. Then, if appropriate,
we would go to the person’s home, bringing with
us, where appropriate, a Spiritual Medium. (We
have excellent Mediums who are part of our Unit)
We interview the person in their home, getting as
much background information as possible and a
clear timeline of the paranormal event. If more
than one witness, then we interview each witness
separately.
The idea behind the Tuesday Talk Speakers
Programme is to inform people of what
encompasses spirituality in its widest sense. We
hope to educate folk about less well-known
subjects, like para-psychology, the academic
study of paranormal phenomena, including
people
with
psychic/mediumistic/healing
abilities.

Our job is to rule out the ordinary, everyday causes for paranormal
events and only when every possible
natural cause has been looked at and
eliminated do we consider a potential
paranormal cause.

Many people are unaware of the scientific
research that has been done into weird,
anomalous phenomena, from intentional
healing by gifted healers to the accuracy
of the content of messages received by
Mediums. The programme hopes to intrigue
people, to show how broad the spectrum
of spirituality is. It is an eclectic mix of
topics, ranging from academic research on
parapsychology, the mind-body connection
and its effects on health, mentalism, esoteric
wisdom teaching, consciousness & near
death experiences, to name just a few.
Have you personally experienced any
paranormal activity, either in your own
life or during one of your investigations?
If so, could you briefly describe it to us?

Yes, I have had a few paranormal
encounters. However, it was really when
I moved into my current flat that I truly
understood what it feels like when your
home no longer feels so safe! My daughter
saw an apparition, various household
objects were vanishing, only to turn up in
strange places, a very heavy free-standing
radiator moved etc. Despite my academic
interest in all things spooky, it’s very
different when it’s happening to you.

INTERVIEW
There really was nowhere to turn, and
in desperation my parents sent their
local Minister to bless my flat! I took the
opportunity to interview him and he had
many paranormal tales to tell. I went to
Edinburgh Association of Spiritualists. The
Medium working immediately picked up
on the paranormal phenomena going on
in our home. I was impressed and, after
years of attending the Spiritualist church,
I know much more about the spirit world,
physical phenomena, spiritual healing and
mediumship.
We are aware of the public interest into the
investigative and scientific side of these
paranormal experiences, which therefore
gives a platform for the Tuesday Talk
Speakers Programme. Could you give us
some more insight into what these talks
generally cover? Are there topics that come
up regularly?

TUESDAY TALK

The programme is designed to introduce the
public to the vast array of topics that fall under
the umbrella of ‘parapsychology, mind-body
connection and spirituality’.There is a growing
interest in personal spiritual practice, meditation
and wisdom teachings. We hope to interest people
by exploring what spirituality means in today’s
modern world. That’s why I think it’s important that
people know that scientific research is ongoing,
validating the well-known positive health benefits
of meditation, for example. Spirituality covers
mind, body and spirit, blending timeless wisdom
with new ways of expression.
Lastly, should any of our readers wish to get involved,
how might they best get in touch with you?

If you have a suspected paranormal problem, then
contact the Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Centre. If you
are interested in becoming involved with the PIU
contact me: chloe@arthurconandoylecentre.com

PROGRAMME

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Explore the insights of a truly diverse set of beliefs, research findings and personal experience through this
series of monthly talks – each costing only £5 – and get ready to step into another world! Our past speakers
include Mediums, Psychics, Magicians, medical professionals, researchers and renowned authors (to list a
few!) and 2019 promises to be another exciting year.

THE SCIENCE OF SELF-ESTEEM
with Dr David R Hamilton

05.03.19

On the 5th March, our Speaker and acclaimed Author
of nine books, including the Amazon Top 5 bestseller,
will discuss ‘The Science of Self Esteem’ at the Centre.
“David Hamilton blends hard science with theory to give
a fresh new approach to self-improvement and change.
His scientific background adds credibility, which makes
people all the more likely to listen to what he has to say.”

TUESDAY TALK

CONTINUED

FURTHER DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
THE SPIRITUAL PATH: PENETRATING
THE VEIL OF ILLUSION
with Astrologer, Spiritual Teacher, and
Author Gary Kidgell

02.04.19

Join Author and Spiritual Teacher, Gary Kidgell, as he discusses the
challenges and rewards that come with ones evolutionary journey
towards their ‘spiritual path’. Gary will use timeless, eternal truths
found in wisdom teachings, so that we may free ourselves and realise
the intent of our soul and higher-self.
Gary lectures and practices astrology on an extensive basis both
within the UK and Europe. His acclaimed book The Inner Journey:
Pathways to the Higher Self has been distributed internationally.

A LIFETIME OF HEALING

THE GREAT LAFAYETTE

07.05.19

04.06.19

with John Macmanaway

Over the years John Macmanaway has been
fortunate to meet and work with some of the
pioneers of complementary medicine, as well as
some of the scientists trying to explain how healing
works. His own belief system, based on first-hand
experience over the past 40 years, is at the heart of
what he has to say.
This talk will cover John Macmanaway’s experience
of growing up at a time when healing was viewed
as almost satanic.

with Gordon Rutter and Ian Robertson
Ian and Gordon collaborated on the book ‘The Life and
Death of The Great Lafayette’ to try to get his story out
to a wider audience and they regularly give talks to
spread the word.
Ian Robertson is an Author who is no stranger to
history’s mysteries. With several books under his belt
(including works on the Knights Templar and Rosslyn
Chapel), he lectures regularly on the topics that
interest him. Gordon Rutter is an Author of several
books on topics from mushrooms to ghosts. 20 years
ago he founded the Edinburgh Fortean Society and
he too lectures, appears on TV and gives tours.

2.LEARN FROM
WORLD-CLASS
MEDIUMS
JUNE FIELD
‘Spiritual Bridge Builder/
International Medium’
Resident Psychic of The Sunday
Post Newspaper, June Field answers
hundreds of letters and gives evidence
and comfort to people from all over
the world.

GORDON SMITH

‘Hailed as one of the world’s most
accurate Mediums’

As a renowned Spiritual Teacher,
Gordon teaches both in the UK and
abroad, where he also demonstrates
his Mediumship.

WORKSHOP
FULLY BOOKED

TONY
STOCKWELL

‘International Psychic Medium,
Teacher and Author’
Tony Stockwell is an international
Psychic Medium, Author, Teacher
and Speaker with a career spanning
30 years.

LISA
WILLIAMS

DISCOVER THE
TECHNIQUES AND
PRACTICES THEY USE TO DEVELOP THEIR
PSYCHIC AND
SPIRITUAL ABILITIES.

AN EVENING OF MEDIUMSHIP

5TH APRIL AT 7.30PM
St Mark’s Unitarian Church
(7 Castle Terrace, Edinburgh EH1 2DP)
£20

INTENSIVE SPIRITUAL
WORKSHOP

6TH - 7TH APRIL FROM 10AM TO 5PM
£160
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Centre

AN EVENING OF MEDIUMSHIP

19TH APRIL AT 7.30PM
St Mark’s Unitarian Church
(7 Castle Terrace, Edinburgh EH1 2DP)
£20

IMPROVE YOUR MEDIUMSHIP - PART 1

19TH FROM 1PM TO 5PM
20TH - 21ST APRIL FROM 10AM TO 5PM
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Centre
£195

DEMONSTRATION OF MODERN DAY SEERSHIP
10TH MAY AT 7.30PM
Augustine United Church
(41 George IV Bridge, Edinburgh EH1 1EL)
£20

MODERN DAY SEERSHIP

10TH MAY FROM 1PM TO 6PM
11TH - 12TH MAY FROM 10AM TO 5PM
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Centre
£185

AN EVENING OF MEDIUMSHIP

‘International Psychic Medium,
Teacher and Author’

7TH JUNE AT 7.30PM
St Mark’s Unitarian Church
(7 Castle Terrace, Edinburgh EH1 2DP)
£20

For over 20 years, Lisa Williams has
performed in front of large audiences
worldwide and has appeared on
numerous TV shows including two of
her own.

8TH - 9TH JUNE FROM 10AM TO 5PM
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Centre
£160

FORENSIC WORKSHOP

3.DEVELOP
YOUR SPIRITUALITY
Our beautiful Victorian townhouse, rich in history, is now a holistic
Centre for the spiritual, physical and mental wellness of society.
Named in honour of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle after his many years
dedicated to the study and practice of Spiritualism, we continue
his legacy of opening the world of spirituality to everyone.
Find out more about our range of upcoming events
here at the Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Centre.

PSYCHIC MEDITATIVE
ART CLASSES - £10
The course is suitable for anyone who wants to enjoy drawing
as an expression of spiritual connection. Join us for a free
taster on the 27th February from 7pm to 8pm! The following
classes will last two hours (from 7pm to 9pm).

CRYSTAL
WORKSHOP
with Joan Frew
23.03.2019
£50

From 10am to 5pm

This workshop is
for those who love
crystals. This is a oneday workshop with
Joan Frew, certified
Crystal Therapist, Reiki
Master, Medium and
Psychic.
This is Joan’s third time
at the Arthur Conan
Doyle Centre.

MINI READINGS - £10
Amongst these special events and weekly classes, Fredrik
Haglund will be offering mini-readings each month and will be
joined by special guest Mediums and Spiritual Healers from 6pm to
8pm. Only £10 per reading.

If you are interested in any of the
events mentioned here, check
out our website or phone us on
0131 625 0700.

Alongside his weekly classes and mini readings
sessions, Fredrik Haglund will host a monthly
spiritual meditation session.

SPIRITUAL MEDITATION
with Psychic Medium
Fredrik Haglund

Spiritual meditation is a mindful practice
of connection to something that is deeper
than the individual self. Fredrik will share
meditation methods in order to increase
your spiritual awareness in a safe and calm
environment.
The first session will be held on the 12th of
March from 7.30pm to 9pm for only £10. The
three following sessions will be held on 16th
April, 14th and 28th May.

UNDERSTANDING YOUR SPIRITUAL
ABILITIES WITH FREDRIK HAGLUND - WEEKLY CLASS
These classes will use a number of different ways and tools to
teach you different parts of expanding your spiritual and psychic
awareness, including tarot cards, colours and meditation.
Fredrik will be hosting these weekly classes from the 28th
March to the 30th May at the Centre, from 7.30pm to 9pm. £10
per class.

SPIRITUAL CONNECTION
WITH FREDRIK HAGLUND - 31.05.2019
On the 31st May from 7.30pm-9pm, this
experienced Medium will be offering a one-hour
demonstration of Mediumship, followed by a
30-minute session of questions and answers.
Come along to enjoy an authentic experience!
Only £10.

AN INTUITIVE’S GUIDE TO THE TAROT
With Betty Jane Ware

29/06/2019 - 30/06/2019

An amazing two-day workshop, from 10am to 5pm,
with Betty Jane Ware, covering both major and minor
cards, to provide a solid understanding of the cards.
Betty Jane will help you to unlock the secrets of the tarot
using your own inner wisdom and knowledge to provide
precise and insightful messages for yourself and others.
Places on this class are limited. Tickets are £100 for the
full weekend.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE!
COME ON SHERLOCKIANS,
SCHOLARS AND REPORTERS!
May 22nd is Conan Doyle’s 160th Birthday - an ideal occasion
to honour the world’s most famous detective. What better
place than the Arthur Conan Doyle Centre to celebrate the
Author’s birthday, also one of the pioneers of Spiritualism.
Explore our magnificent Victorian townhouse, investigate its
darkest corners and enjoy a nice Afternoon Tea with friends
and family.
More information coming up here:
www.arthurconandoylecentre.com

DON’T MISS OUR
FRINGE TALK!
Eleanor Docherty, ‘‘resident detective’’ at the Arthur Conan Doyle
Centre, will reveal the curious history of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and his
links to the world of spiritualism.
Following years of successful delivery by Ann Treherne, Chair of the
Centre, Eleanor will follow in her footsteps in bringing Arthur Conan
Doyle’s story to the Fringe.
If you would like to discover a bit more about Arthur Conan Doyle and his spiritual history,
join us on the 13th, 16th, 20th, 23rd and 26th August from 2pm!

THE ZODIAC SERIES

Art and Astrology – Opening Night
This year is shaping up to be an inspiring and unique year for art. We are
delighted to showcase artwork from Astrologer Elise Gourlay, who will
present an interesting array of Zodiac illustrations from the 26th April to
the 24th May 2019.
What to expect?
An exhibition of powerful, vibrant and informative rare limited-edition,
framed astrological illustrations, boldly depicting the character and
essence of each sign.
Our beautiful townhouse is opening its doors on the 26th April from
6.30pm for a wonderful evening of art, wine and astrological discoveries.
Don’t miss it! Free Entry.

DO YOU KNOW ABOUT
SPIRITUAL ART?
This summer, we will be delighted to present a full range of
watercolors, all created by the Artist and Spiritualist Jane Stewart
Smith (1839 - 1925).
On 22nd June, you will have the opportunity to attend a lecture,
held by Dr Michelle Foot who recently joined the Arthur Conan
Doyle Centre as a new Trustee. This lecture will present the artworks
of Jane Stewart Smith in context. The symbolic painting ‘The Dawn
of Peace’ celebrates the triumph of forces of good over forces of
evil as well as exploring the ‘Bygone Days’ watercolour series.
The event includes the lecture, lunch and a psychic art class. Explore
your own artistic abilities and be inspired by the Artist’s spiritual
beliefs.
For more information, please check our website:
www.arthurconandoylecentre.com

The Dawn of Peace

DISCOVER OUR BUILDING
The Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Centre is a listed
building in a World Heritage Site. It is an
impressive Victorian townhouse, which has
been lovingly restored to its former glory.
We are keen to be a resource for the whole
community and as such we offer a range of
room hire options, suitable for meetings,
classes and private functions. Our rooms can
be hired by businesses, individuals and local
community groups.
if you are interested, contact us via email bookings@arthurconandoylecentre.com

ACHIEVE PEACE OF MIND AND HEALING

with our host of Holistic Healers, Coaches
& Therapists

FIND OUT ABOUT REID REIKI
Reiki, translated from Japanese as “Universal life force
energy”, works holistically on all levels-physical, spiritual
and emotional. Reiki re-establishes peace, balance and
harmony.
Reiki Therapy sessions are taking place at the Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle Centre, 25 Palmerston Place, Edinburgh.
To book a session, please contact Gillian via email on
reidreiki@gmail.com or phone on 0783 407 1923.
1hr session: £45 - 1hr30 session: £60

THE CELTIC ORACLE
HAZEL MARTIN
Psychic - Medium - Angel Card Reading
Akashic Record Consultation

Ewan Irvine CSNU, D.A. Hyp
MEDIUM AND HYPNOTHERAPIST

"An Angel or Oracle Card Reading can help you to understand
your life path and offer guidance in your time of need."
As a certified Angel Card Reader Hazel connects with her Guides,
the Angels and Spirit to bring you clarity and information that
may help you on your life path.

Ewan was aware of his Psychic Abilities
from an early age. He then used these
abilities, working in many of the UK’s
Spiritual venues up and down the UK and
beyond.

OPEN HOM
E |bySPhone,
A Skype
T UorRZoom
DAY
In person,
Book a Private Sitting with Hazel Martin
www.thecelticoracle.com
hazel@thecelticoracle.com
Tel: 07549 290905

Ewan has appeared on Television
programmes such as Most Haunted Live,
Tough Gig, Britain's Hairy Bikers and also
in a number of articles. He is also an
Author.

EVIDENTIAL SPIRITUAL MEDIUMSHIP
As a Medium Hazel, connects with Spirit. This connection
can serve to bring healing to those who grieve the loss of a
loved one.
Access Your Akashic Records For Spiritual Guidance
Connect with your Higher Self and the information stored in
the Akashic Records. Explore past lives and the impact that
they have on this lifetime.

Taking his spiritual gift forward, he studied Hypnotherapy,
followed by Reflexology.
Sessions are available at the Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Centre and
can be booked at reception or by tel on 0131 625 0700.

www.thescottishmedium.com
THE CELTIC ORACLE ETSY SHOP - WWW.THECELTICORACLE.ETSY.COM

HOW TO QUIET
YOUR MIND?
SIGN UP TO OUR
NEWSLETTERS

HOW TO FIND US
25 Palmertson Place
Edinburgh
EH12 5AP

www.arthurconandoylecentre.com
info@arthurconandoylecentre.com
0131 625 0700

From Haymarket
2 minute walk

@acdcentre

From Edinburgh Airport

@arthurconandoylecentre

AIRLINK 100
Stop: Haymarket train station

@arthurconandoylecentre
The Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Centre

